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z Different types of filter cakes were obtained using CFD-DEM coupled 

simulations 

z Slurry infiltration was closely related to the dynamic change of pore 

structure 

z Quantitative correlations were established between pressure drop and pore 

throat size 
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Abstract 22 

The slurry filtration process at a tunnel face plays an important role in supporting pressure 23 

transmission, which is crucial to the stability of a tunnel face during shield tunneling. In this 24 

paper, a series of coupled computational fluid dynamics (CFD)–discrete element method (DEM) 25 

numerical simulations were carried out to model the slurry filtration column test. A simplified 26 

JKR (Johnson-Kendall-Roberts) model was used to simulate the cohesion between slurry 27 

particles. Four types of filter cake formation were identified under different combinations of 28 

size ratios between slurry and sand particles, and cohesion between slurry particles according 29 

to morphology and pore pressure distribution characteristics. These types were external filter 30 

cake, external & internal filter cake, internal filter cake & deep penetration and external & 31 

internal filter cake & deep penetration. The contact-based analysis of the constriction (void 32 

throat) sizes reveals that the dynamic evolution of the pore structure is closely related to the 33 

slurry infiltration process, i.e., the infiltration of slurry particles tends to seal the infiltration 34 

channel, which prevents infiltration of any more particles. The variation of Dc50 (the median 35 

constriction size) is closely related to the infiltration state of the slurry particles. The pressure 36 

drop within the filter cake becomes significant, i.e., the filter cake will become effective, only 37 

when the ratio of Dc50 to the size of slurry particles is below a threshold value. The current 38 

study provides new insight into the fundamental mechanism underlying the slurry filtration 39 

process during shield tunneling. 40 

Keywords: Slurry filtration; Coupled CFD–DEM simulation; Morphology; Pressure drop; 41 

Pore structure analysis; Constriction size distribution  42 
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1. Introduction 43 

The water and soil pressures ahead of a tunnel face during slurry pressure balance (SPB) shield 44 

tunneling are supported by pressurized slurry suspensions. During the tunneling process, a filter 45 

cake is formed dynamically as the slurry infiltrates into the strata. The quality of filter cake 46 

determines the efficiency of support pressure transmission, which controls the tunnel face 47 

stability and ground surface settlement. In engineering practice, a filter cake with low porosity 48 

and low permeability is favored [1]. However, when tunneling in strata with large pores and 49 

high permeability, e.g., sand and gravel, a compact filter cake is difficult to form, leading to 50 

insufficient support pressure in front of the tunnel face [2]. Consequently, a thorough 51 

understanding of the slurry filtration and filter cake formation in highly permeable ground is 52 

important for the safety and economics of SPB tunneling. 53 

A common approach to investigate the slurry filtration process is the slurry filtration column 54 

test [3-5]. During the test, a sand column is firstly prepared and saturated in a Perspex cylinder. 55 

A certain amount of slurry is poured into the cylinder, which is then pressurized under a 56 

constant pressure head on the top, normally using an air pump. The slurry infiltrates into the 57 

sand column under the prescribed pressure head and the progressive formation of filter cake 58 

can be observed. It has been found that the slurry filtration process and characteristics of filter 59 

cake depend on many factors, including shear strength, viscosity and bentonite content of slurry, 60 

and the relative size between the sand and slurry particles [6-9]. The last of these has been 61 

adopted as a major criterion to characterize the slurry infiltration process and filter cake 62 

formation. For example, Min et al. [10] conducted a series of slurry filtration tests and identified 63 
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three basic types of filter cake depending on the size ratio between sand and slurry particles 64 

(see Figure 1). Min et al. chose the characteristic sizes of sand as 𝐷15𝑠𝑑 (15% by mass is finer 65 

than this value) and of slurry particles as 𝑑85𝑠𝑙  (85% by mass is finer). Based on this, they 66 

defined type I as all slurry particles settling on top of the sand column to form a thick layer of 67 

filter cake, occurring when 𝐷15
𝑠𝑑

𝑑85
𝑠𝑙 < 5.26; type II as some slurry particles infiltrating into the 68 

sand column and a filter cake plus an infiltration zone are observed, occurring when 5.26 <69 

𝐷15
𝑠𝑑

𝑑85
𝑠𝑙 < 10.53; and type III, when 𝐷15

𝑠𝑑

𝑑85
𝑠𝑙 > 10.53, in which most of the slurry particles infiltrate 70 

deeply into the sand column forming an infiltration zone without filter cake. 71 

The slurry infiltration process is in essence analogous to the internal erosion in dams. While in 72 

the former the small slurry particles fill the pores between large soil particles, in the latter the 73 

small particles of base materials are flushed out through the pores of filter particles under a 74 

hydraulic gradient. The sand column and slurry particles in slurry filtration column tests are 75 

analogous to the filter and clay core materials in dam internal erosion problems, respectively. 76 

Terzaghi [11] proposed the classical filtration rule based on experimental results, i.e., an 77 

effective filter that can retain the base material should satisfy D15/d85≤4, where D15 is for the 78 

filter and d85 is for the base material. This filter rule stated, in other words, that when D15/d85≤79 

4, a compact filter cake could form on the surface of the filter. Bertram [12] and some 80 

subsequent studies [13-14] using similar experimental setups or numerical simulations showed 81 

that this rule was valid but somehow conservative. Sherard et al. [15] found in their filter tests 82 

that base material with d85 larger than 0.12D15 was always retained by the filter and erosion 83 

would not happen. Foster and Fell [16] proposed that filter tests could be categorized into three 84 
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types: (i) no erosion (ii) some erosion (iii) continuing erosion. In the case of slurry filtration, 85 

‘no erosion’ indicates the formation of compact filter cake, ‘some erosion’ means that some 86 

slurry particles infiltrate into the strata forming an infiltration zone, while others are retained 87 

on the surface forming a filter cake, and ‘continuing erosion’ refers to the case when almost all 88 

slurry particles infiltrate deeply into strata without forming a filter cake. They found that 89 

D15/d85 gave a satisfactory boundary between (i) and (ii), while D15/d95 was more plausible for 90 

distinguishing (ii) from (iii).  91 

So far, there is no consensus about the size ratio criterion for identifying different slurry 92 

filtration behaviors. In fact, the pore structure of the sand determines the channel size for slurry 93 

particle infiltration. Slurry infiltration can only occur when the characteristic throat size of the 94 

sand pores is larger than a certain proportion of slurry particles. Therefore, the size ratio 95 

between the pore throats and slurry particles seems to be a more plausible criterion than that 96 

between the sand and slurry particles. The dependency of dam internal erosion on the ratio 97 

between the characteristic sizes of the filter pore throats and base material has been studied 98 

both experimentally [17] and numerically [18,19]. However, no such criterion has been 99 

established for slurry filtration problems. Moreover, slurry filtration is a process during which 100 

the porosity and pore structure of sand change dynamically, which has not yet been well 101 

understood. While the filtration column test is a good way to gain an understanding of macro-102 

filtration behavior, it is difficult to quantify the pore network within the sand column during 103 

the tests. Therefore, an alternative approach to study the micro-mechanisms of slurry filtration 104 

is desirable. 105 
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In this paper, following [20] a series of coupled CFD–DEM numerical simulations of slurry 106 

filtration tests were carried out to study the slurry filtration and filter cake formation process 107 

during shield tunneling. Different types of slurry filtration behavior were investigated by 108 

selecting different combinations of size ratios between slurry and sand particles and cohesion 109 

values between slurry particles. The corresponding slurry pressure filtration characteristics, i.e., 110 

the porosity and pressure distributions within the filter cake, were used to evaluate the 111 

effectiveness of filter cake. Furthermore, the fundamental micro-mechanism underlying each 112 

type of slurry filtration phenomenon was explored by analyzing the pore structure of the filter 113 

cake based on the constriction size distribution (CSD) obtained by a contact-based void 114 

partitioning method [21]. 115 

2. Methodology and model implementation 116 

2.1 CFD–DEM Scheme 117 

The coupled CFD–DEM simulations were conducted using three open-source codes: the CFD 118 

code OpenFOAM (Open Source Field Operation and Manipulation) (www.openfoam.com), 119 

the DEM code LIGGGHTS (LAMMPS improved for general granular and granular heat 120 

transfer simulations) [22] and their coupled computation code CFDEM [23]. The major 121 

procedure of coupled CFD–DEM simulation follows [20] and is summarized in Figure 2. 122 

The velocities and locations of particles were calculated by Newton’s Laws of Motion through 123 

LIGGGHTS. The principles of DEM are outlined in [24]. In these simulations, a simplified 124 

JKR (Johnson-Kendall-Roberts) model [25] was used for approximating the cohesion forces 125 
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between slurry particles. If two particles are in contact, an additional normal cohesive force is 126 

applied, which is given by [26]: 127 

 sjkrF kA  (1) 128 

where A  is the contact area between particles and k  is the cohesion energy density: an 129 

empirical parameter. This model has been shown to be appropriate for simulating the cohesive 130 

effect of granular materials with low cohesion energy and Young’s modulus such as slurry 131 

suspensions [20].  132 

The fluid phase is described by the Navier–Stokes equations in Eulerian form, which is solved 133 

by OpenFOAM through PISO (Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators) iterations:  134 
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where fI is the void fraction of a fluid cell, which is calculated as (1- sI ) and sI is the solid 137 

fraction obtained from DEM; u f is the fluid velocity; fU is the fluid density; p denotes the 138 

pressure in the fluid cell and τ is the stress tensor; g  is the gravity and F f is the fluid–particle 139 

interaction force. 140 

The CFDEM code is used for calculating the fluid–particle interaction forces at a certain 141 

interval of time step, and for updating the field data simultaneously. A comprehensive 142 

introduction to fluid–particle interaction forces can be found in Zhu et al. [27]. Note that only 143 

the drag force, the pressure gradient force and the viscous force were considered in these 144 

simulations following Smuts [28] as other forces such as lift force and virtual mass force are 145 
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insignificant in a slurry–particle system. Detailed formulations of the forces considered in the 146 

current simulations are available in [20]. 147 

2.2 Model implementation 148 

The size of sand particles was fixed while the slurry particle size and cohesion energy density 149 

were varied to obtain different types of filter cake. To determine an appropriate diameter for 150 

the filtration column, a compromise must be made between the column size and the number of 151 

particles. There is also a numerical requirement: the smallest unit of the CFD mesh should be 152 

larger than the particle in the CFD–DEM code adopted for this research [29], a restriction which 153 

is not required for alternative diffusion-based methods [30]. The sand particles used in the 154 

current simulation were 3 mm in diameter and the diameter of the filtration column was 155 

determined to be 6 cm. The shortest dimension of the smallest unit of the adopted CFD mesh 156 

shown in Figure 3 was 3.75 mm: larger than the sand particle diameter, as required.   157 

During the simulation, 10000 sand particles were firstly randomly generated inside the 158 

filtration column region and settled under gravity to create a sand column with a height of 159 

around 8 cm. Then the sand column was saturated by coupled calculation with the fluid phase 160 

until the pressure and velocity fields of the fluid phase reached steady states. After saturation, 161 

the slurry particles were inserted randomly above the sand column to simulate the homogenous 162 

slurry suspension. Under gravity and the application of a constant fluid pressure on the top 163 

boundary, the slurry particles began to settle. When the total energy of the whole system 164 

reached an extremely low value of 10-7 J, the computation was stopped. This value was chosen 165 

because when the total energy of the system is lower than 10-7 J, the particles in suspension 166 
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were stationary and the porosity and the pressure drop remained constant. Figure 4 shows the 167 

model at different stages of a representative simulation.  168 

Five size ratios between sand particles and slurry particles were considered: D/d=3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 169 

where D is the diameter of sand particles and d is the diameter of slurry particles. Based on 170 

[20], three cohesion energy densities were used: k=0, 100000, 300000 J/m3, to represent 171 

cohesionless particles, slightly cohesive particles and extremely cohesive particles, 172 

respectively. In total, 15 cases were simulated as shown in Table 1. The number of slurry 173 

particles increases with D/d in order to keep the total volume of slurry particles constant across 174 

all simulations. Other input model parameters are presented in Table 2. The friction coefficient 175 

of slurry particles matches the value chosen by Smuts [28] and other parameters used are 176 

consistent with our previous work [20]. The chosen applied pressure is within the range of 177 

values typically chosen for laboratory slurry filtration tests [5,8,10]. 178 

Table 1. Summary of simulation information 179 

Case D/d d(mm) k (J/m3) Number of slurry particles 
a 3 1 0 20000 
b 3 1 100000 20000 
c 3 1 300000 20000 
d 4 0.75 0 47407 
e 4 0.75 100000 47407 
f 4 0.75 300000 47407 
g 5 0.6 0 92592 
h 5 0.6 100000 92592 
i 5 0.6 300000 92592 
j 6 0.5 0 160000 
k 6 0.5 100000 160000 
l 6 0.5 300000 160000 
m 7 0.428 0 255093 
n 7 0.428 100000 255093 
o 7 0.428 300000 255093 

  180 
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Table 2. Input numerical parameters 181 

 Parameter Value or Type 

Sand 
particle 

Diameter 3 mm 
Young’s modulus 70 GPa 
Particle number 10000 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 

Friction coefficient 0.3 
Restitution 0.3 

Contact model Hertz 

Slurry 
particle 

Young’s modulus 5 MPa 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 

Restitution 0.3 
Contact model Hertz 

Friction coefficient 0.05 

Fluid 
Type Newtonian 

Kinematic viscosity   1×10-6 m2/s 
Density 1000 kg/m3 

Modelling 
parameter 

Applied pressure, Pa 30 kPa 
DEM time step 1×10-7 s 

Coupling interval 100 
Temperature 20 ℃ 

3. Validation 182 

A qualitative validation was conducted in our previous work [20] by comparing the pressure 183 

filtration characteristic obtained in simulations with that of Min et al.’s experiments [31]. 184 

Though clay slurry rather than bentonite slurry was used in their experiment, both materials 185 

have similar capacity in terms of filter cake formation and support pressure transmission. 186 

Consequently, pressure transmission curves similar to the experimental ones of Min et al. were 187 

obtained in the current numerical simulations. The quantitative validation of the present 188 

simulations was conducted based on the Ergun equation, a variant of the Kozeny–Carman 189 

equation [32-33]. This empirical equation is used for predicting the fluid flow behavior through 190 

a dense particle system, i.e., the relationship between pressure drop and fluid velocity:  191 
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where p' is the pressure drop across the cake; L' is the thickness of the cake; sV is the 193 

superficial velocity; P  and fU  are the dynamic viscosity and density of the fluid phase; pd  194 

is the diameter of slurry particles; cI  is the porosity of the filter cake. Eq. (4) was established 195 

by calibrating fitting parameters (i.e., 150 and 1.75) based on a large number of experimental 196 

data points. 197 

p' , L' , and fI  were obtained under different D/d values from the numerical simulation. 198 

sV  was then calculated based on Eq. (4) and compared with the numerical superficial velocity. 199 

The porosity was calculated using the divided void fraction method, in which the exact volume 200 

fraction of the particles in each fluid cell was accurately determined [34]. Note that only the 201 

pressure drop across the external filter cake was considered in the validation. Consequently, 202 

only those cases in which external filter cake could form were used (when k=300000 J/m3). 203 

The simulation conditions and physical properties of these cases can be found in Table 1 and 204 

Table 2. Figure 5 compares the superficial velocities obtained from numerical simulations with 205 

those predicted by Eq. (4). Overall, the simulation results agree with Kozeny–Carman; the 206 

maximum and minimum discrepancies are 11.6% for d=0.428 mm (D/d=7) and 0.2% for d=1 207 

mm (D/d=3), respectively. The discrepancy decreases when the diameter of slurry particles 208 

increases. The discrepancies may be due to two reasons. The first reason is the semi-empirical 209 

nature of the Kozeny–Carman equation. The fitted constants in Eq. (4), i.e., 150 and 1.75, were 210 

calibrated based on a variety of experimental results. Many researchers have suggested 211 

modifications to these constants [35-36]. Furthermore, as indicated by Tien and Ramarao [37], 212 
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in some cases these correlations were shown to only have an accuracy of 50%. The second 213 

reason is the validation cases used k=300000 J/m3 so that compact filter cakes (Type I) could 214 

be generated. Hence, aggregates and inter-aggregate pores were formed inside the filter cake 215 

as shown in Figure 6. This differs from the experiments used to establish the Kozeny–Carman 216 

equation, in which cohesionless particles have normally been used. 217 

4. Result analysis 218 

4.1 Filter cake morphology 219 

Figure 7 (a)~(o) shows the filter cake morphology with different combinations of D/d and k. In 220 

each sub-figure of Figure 7, the left side depicts the slurry particles and sand particles together, 221 

and the right side shows only the centroids of these particles. 222 

4.1.1 Definitions of basic slurry filtration behaviors 223 

Min et al. [10] identified three basic types of filter cake whose formations were dependent on 224 

D/d, namely thick filter cake (type I), a medium filter cake plus an infiltration zone (type II) 225 

and an infiltration zone without filter cake (type III). However, these classifications were based 226 

on naked-eye observations of the slurry filtration column tests; these were limited by the clarity 227 

of the fluid and could not reveal the formation mechanisms of different types of filter cake from 228 

a particulate perspective. Considering the cake morphology shown in Figure 7, three basic 229 

types of slurry filtration were defined as illustrated schematically in Figure 8: external filter 230 

cake, internal filter cake, and deep penetration. The external filter cake forms when the slurry 231 

particles or the aggregates of slurry particles are large enough to clog the void throats on the 232 

surface of the sand column so that no slurry particles could further infiltrate into the sand 233 
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column. Typical external filter cakes are seen in Figure 7(a), (b), (c), (f), (i), (l) and (o). An 234 

internal filter cake forms when the slurry particles are small enough to pass through the surface 235 

layers of the sand column. The infiltrating slurry particles gradually fill the pore throats and 236 

seal the surface layers of the sand column, thereafter preventing further infiltration. In this case, 237 

a large number of slurry particles are retained in the deep layer due to the particle bridge effect 238 

[14,38] (see Figure 9) or clogging of the void throats between sand particles. The stagnation of 239 

slurry particles in soil pores may also occur because of a balance between the driving force 240 

exerted on slurry particles and the shear forces of the channel wall as the hydraulic gradient 241 

will gradually decrease in the soil pores when slurry infiltration develops. Internal filter cake 242 

always appears with either external filter cake (see Figure 7(g), (k), (n)) or deep penetration 243 

(see Figure 7(j), (m), (n)). Deep penetration happens when the slurry particles are extremely 244 

small or the cohesion between them is not strong enough to create large aggregates so that a 245 

great number of slurry particles infiltrate deeply into the sand column and eventually deposit 246 

at the bottom. Similar to internal filter cake, deep penetration also appears in conjunction with 247 

other types of filtration as shown in Figure 7(j), (m), (n). 248 

4.1.2 Influences of size ratio and cohesion energy density on cake morphology 249 

As shown in Figure 7, the influences of size ratio and cohesion energy density on the final cake 250 

morphology when the slurry suspension system becomes stable are coupled. When the slurry 251 

particles are relatively large, i.e., D/d=3, only external filter cake is formed irrespective of 252 

cohesion energy density. Slurry particles could clog the void throats on the surface of the sand 253 

column without forming aggregates. This phenomenon is in accordance with Terzaghi's 254 
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filtration rule. As the diameter of slurry particles decreases, they begin to infiltrate into the 255 

voids between sand particles. Referring to Figure 7(d), (e) and (g), the combination of an 256 

external filter cake and an internal filter cake is found when D/d=4 in the cohesionless (k=0 257 

J/m3) and slightly cohesive cases (k= 100000 J/m3) as well as in the cohesionless case (k=0 258 

J/m3) when D/d=5. This phenomenon happens because the slurry particles could pass through 259 

some of the void throats on the surface of the sand column and infiltrate to a certain distance 260 

as the sizes of void throats are not uniform even for uniform sand particles. In these cases, most 261 

of the slurry particles are retained on the surface of the sand column which results in the 262 

formation of an external filter cake. In the case of D/d=5, many more slurry particles infiltrate 263 

into the sand column, leading to a more substantial internal filter cake than that in the case of 264 

D/d=4 as shown in Figure 7(d) and (g). When the cohesion energy density increases, only 265 

external filter cakes are observed and large aggregates of slurry particles appear as shown in 266 

Figure 7(f), (h) and (i). This explains the transition from external & internal filter cake to solely 267 

external filter cake when increasing the cohesion energy density in the cases of D/d=4 and 268 

D/d=5. As the diameter of slurry particles further decreases (D/d=6 and D/d=7), the majority 269 

of slurry particles could pass through the voids in the surface layer of the sand column in the 270 

cohesionless case. A large number of slurry particles deposit at the bottom of filtration column, 271 

which corresponds to deep penetration as defined in Figure 8(c). However, there are still many 272 

slurry particles retained in the upper voids due to the particle bridge effect, which leads to the 273 

formation of internal filter cake as shown in Figure 7(j) and (m). Referring to Figure 7(k) and 274 

(n), when the cohesion energy density rises to 100000 J/m3, apart from the internal filter cake 275 
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and deep penetration, external filter cake is also found on the top surface of the sand column 276 

in the cases of D/d=6 and D/d=7. This indicates that aggregates large enough to clog the surface 277 

voids appear. In the extremely cohesive case when k=300000 J/m3, only external filter cakes 278 

are observed. However, there is a distinct increase in the thickness of the external filter cake 279 

when D/d increases from 3 to 7, which suggests that smaller particles have the tendency to 280 

form larger aggregates and make the external cake looser (see Figure 7(c), (f), (i), (l) and (o)).  281 

The coupled effects of size ratio and cohesion energy density on the morphology of the filter 282 

cake can be summarized as follows: 283 

1) Slurry particles with a large size ratio tend to fill the voids between sand particles, which 284 

could be compensated by the particle bridge and aggregation effects that are enhanced by 285 

increasing cohesion energy density. Therefore, even in the cases when the slurry particles are 286 

very small (D/d=6 and D/d=7), internal and sometimes external filter cake forms in addition to 287 

deep penetration. 288 

2) Cohesion between the slurry particles encourages their aggregation. When the slurry 289 

particles are slightly cohesive (k=100000 J/m3), the types of filter cake formed depend on the 290 

size ratio. However, when the slurry particles are extremely cohesive (k=300000 J/m3), only 291 

external filter cakes form. 292 

4.2 Pressure transmission characteristics 293 

The morphology of the filter cake influences its porosity and permeability, which therefore 294 

affects the pressure transmission along the filtration column. The effectiveness of the filter cake 295 

can be evaluated by ‘pressure drop’, which is defined as the pore pressure difference across the 296 
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filter cake. The value of pressure drop across the cake also indicates the effective pressure 297 

transmitted by the filter cake to the strata. According to the Kozeny–Carman equation, porosity 298 

would significantly influence the pressure drop across the filter cake. Figures 10 to 13 compare 299 

the porosity and pressure distributions at the end of the representative simulations shown in 300 

Figure 7 with those at the original state.  301 

4.2.1 External filter cake  302 

Figure 10 shows the typical porosity and pore pressure distribution curves of the external filter 303 

cake. At the original state prior to slurry filtration, the porosity in the region 0~0.08 m from the 304 

bottom of the column (Z) varies between 0.38~0.43. There is a transition zone where the 305 

porosity changes gradually from slurry suspension to the sand column. The distribution of 306 

porosity when an external filter cake has formed can be divided into three distinct parts: 1) sand 307 

column where Z < 0.08 m; 2) external filter cake where Z=0.08~0.1 m; 3) pure liquid where 308 

Z>0.1 m.). The obtained filter cake is thicker than that commonly observed in the infiltration 309 

column tests. The reasons may be two-fold: firstly, the slurry particles used in simulations are 310 

larger than real slurry particles to save computational cost; secondly, the slurry particles are 311 

represented by spheres, which thereby leads to a looser packing of filter cake in comparison to 312 

the experiments. The porosity within the external filter cake region decreases significantly in 313 

comparison to the original state due to the infiltration of slurry particles which fill the pores on 314 

the top surface of the sand column. A minimum local porosity of 0.32 is found in the 315 

cohesionless case (k=0 J/m3) when D/d=3, while in other cases the minimum local porosities 316 

vary from 0.35 to 0.38. Generally, with the same D/d, slurry particles with lower cohesion will 317 
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result in an external filter cake of lower minimum local porosity. This indicates that 318 

cohesionless slurries tend to form more compact filter cakes than cohesive slurries: expected 319 

as the formation of aggregates of cohesive slurries will create inter-aggregate voids (see Figure 320 

6). Referring to Figure 10(b), the decrease of local porosity results in an almost linear pore 321 

pressure drop within the external filter cake. The filter cake with lowest local minimum 322 

porosity (D/d=3, k=0 J/m3) has a pore pressure drop of 10.85 kPa, which is lower than that 323 

when D/d=7, k=300000 J/m3 due to its larger slurry particles. This observation is in accordance 324 

with the Kozeny–Carman equation which indicates that the pressure drop increases with 325 

decreasing porosity and slurry particle diameter. 326 

4.2.2 External & internal filter cake  327 

Figure 11 depicts the distributions of pore pressure and porosity of the external & internal filter 328 

cake. For clarity, only the boundaries of partitions of different infiltration zones for D/d=4 are 329 

marked. In the cases of D/d=4, only a few slurry particles infiltrate into the sand column (see 330 

Figure 7(d) and (e)). In these cases, the porosity distribution is similar to that of the external 331 

filter cake with the same size ratio (marked by green inverted triangles in Figure 10) but its 332 

infiltration distance is longer. Furthermore, the minimum local porosity of external & internal 333 

filter cakes formed in these cases is 0.32: lower than 0.38 for the pure external filter cake. This 334 

is expected as lower porosities are achievable in binary mixtures of packed spheres than for 335 

monosized spheres [39]. As a result, the corresponding pressure drop within the filter cake is 336 

higher than pure external filter cake, i.e., the pressure drops within the external & internal filter 337 

cakes formed in D/d=4 are 10.8 kPa and 11.9 kPa for k=0 J/m3 and k=100000 J/m3, respectively, 338 
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which are 22.5% and 35% higher than that of the external filter cake with the same size ratio 339 

and k=300000 J/m3 (8.8 kPa). In the cases of D/d=5 and D/d=6, the porosity distribution curves 340 

above Z=0.03 m deviate from the original state due to deeper infiltration. The porosity initially 341 

decreases as Z increases, reaching a local minimum of 0.295 at Z=0.075 m in the case of D/d=5, 342 

k=0 J/m3 and a local minimum of 0.32 at Z=0.08 m in the case of D/d=6, k=100000 J/m3. The 343 

low porosity prevents the remaining slurry particles from further infiltration, and thus the 344 

porosity then increases until it reaches the porosity of the pure liquid. The gradient of the 345 

pressure drop is high and nonlinear in regions where the porosity changes significantly.  346 

4.2.3 Internal filter cake & deep penetration 347 

As defined in Figure 8(c), deep penetration is characterized by deposition of a large amount of 348 

slurry particles at the bottom of the sand column. Hence, referring to Figure 12(a), the porosity 349 

distribution of internal filter cake & deep penetration deviates from the original state 350 

throughout the height of the filtration column. A sharp decrease of porosity is observed from 351 

Z=0.01 m to Z=0 m with the minimum porosities (0.3 in case of D/d=6, k=0 J/m3 and 0.2 in 352 

case of D/d=7, k=0 J/m3) occurring at the bottom. From Z=0.01 m to Z=0.08 m, the deviation 353 

gradually becomes larger due to the formation of an internal rather than an external filter cake 354 

(see Figure 7(j) and (m)). The pore pressure distribution curves also exhibit obvious differences 355 

from the cases of external or external & internal filter cakes. A large pressure drop occurs at 356 

the bottom of the column from Z=0 m to Z=0.01 m due to the low local porosity caused by 357 

particle deposition. Above this region, the pressure rises linearly to the applied pressure (30 358 

kPa). It should be noted that particle deposition only occurs in the filtration column test. If the 359 
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infiltration time is long enough, the slurry particles would eventually seal pores of the sand 360 

column and form internal or external filter cake. That’s why it is still called a combination of 361 

filter cake and deep penetration from a morphology perspective. However, in real SPB 362 

tunneling, there is no boundary to retain slurry particles. In reality, deep penetration results in 363 

the continuous loss of slurry particles. Therefore, the support pressure may oscillate and the 364 

tunnel face would collapse before an effective filter cake forms. Consequently, deep penetration 365 

should be avoided in engineering practice. 366 

4.2.4 External & internal filter cake & deep penetration 367 

The pressure filtration behaviors of the external & internal filter cake & deep penetration are 368 

similar to the internal filter cake & deep penetration except that some slurry particles are 369 

retained on the surface of the sand column due to aggregation. As seen on Figure 13(a), the 370 

local porosity at the bottom of the column (0.35) is larger than that of the internal filter cake & 371 

deep penetration (see Figure 12). Due to the formation of external & internal filter cake around 372 

the surface of the sand column, the minimum porosity in that area (0.31) is smaller than for the 373 

internal filter cake & deep penetration presented in Figure 12. Therefore, it is more difficult for 374 

slurry particles to infiltrate deeper. The pore pressure distribution in this case is similar to that 375 

described in Section 4.2.3. The change in the slope of pore pressure distribution is less notable 376 

than that presented in Figure 12 due to the smaller change of porosity. 377 

5. Pore structure analysis  378 

Slurry filtration is essentially a dynamic process in which the slurry particles travel through 379 

and fill the pores between the sand particles. The pore structure of the sand changes. The slurry 380 
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particles can only pass through pore ‘throats’ which are larger than their diameter but clog at 381 

smaller pore throats. The filtration path and number of infiltrating particles depend on the pore 382 

structure of the sand column. Therefore, it is important to understand the characteristics of pore 383 

structure evolution during the slurry infiltration process. However, extracting the void structure 384 

from 3D DEM simulation data is non-trivial as the topology of the void space emerges 385 

indirectly from the DEM output [21]. Consequently, a specific algorithm is necessary to convert 386 

the DEM data into void topology. Several have been developed including the ‘maximal balls 387 

method’ [40], the weighted Delaunay triangulation [18, 41, 42] and the contact-based void 388 

partitioning method [21]. Though based on different principles, these methods yield 389 

comparable results [41]. The contact-based void partitioning algorithm developed by 390 

O’Sullivan et al. [21] is adopted herein to identify the pore structure as this method can avoid 391 

both the rather subjective specification of an overlap value in the weighted Delaunay 392 

triangulation and the conversion of the DEM dataset to a 3D image format to apply the 393 

‘maximal balls method’ [21].  394 

The basic principle of this approach is illustrated in Figure 14. A set of tetrahedra are generated 395 

using the Delaunay triangulation based on the contact points. The generated tetrahedral cells 396 

are classified into solid cells if all four vertexes belong to the same particle, or void cells 397 

otherwise. The void cells whose vertexes are not in a closed loop of three or four contacting 398 

particles are merged to form a larger void cell, while the face of void cells with contacts 399 

between particles forming a closed loop is taken as a constriction. The constriction size is 400 

defined as the diameter of the largest sphere that can fit in the constriction (see Figure 14(b)). 401 
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More details about the algorithm are provided in O’Sullivan et al. [21]. The constriction size 402 

distribution (CSD) curve is a direct measurement of the pore structure and dimension of 403 

infiltration path. Consequently, this section uses CSD curves to show the spatial distribution 404 

and evolution of the pore structure of the filter cake in the slurry filtration process.  405 

5.1 CSD of the sand column 406 

Figure 15 compares the CSD of the sand column at the start of the test and the PSDs (particle 407 

size distributions) of the slurry particles in the simulations. The constriction sizes of the sand 408 

column range from 0.155D (in agreement with the theoretical minimum diameter) to 0.4D, 409 

where D is the diameter of the sand particles. When the slurry particles are larger than 89% of 410 

the constrictions (D/d=3), no slurry particles could infiltrate into the sand column, resulting in 411 

the formation of external filter cake. For slurry particles that are larger than 69% of the 412 

constrictions (when D/d=4), a few particles could infiltrate into the top surface of the sand 413 

column. These particles clog the pore space and prevent further infiltration. Therefore, the 414 

remaining particles deposit on top of the sand column, forming an external & internal filter 415 

cake. The internal filter cake is much more notable and slurry particles infiltrate deeper when 416 

the size of slurry particles is close to Dc50 (the median constriction size) in the case of D/d=5 417 

as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 7(g). When the particle size is smaller than Dc50, a large 418 

number of slurry particles infiltrate into the sand column and deep penetration occurs. In this 419 

case, external filter cake is barely formed. Based on the above observations, d=Dc50 can be 420 

regarded as an important indicator for assessing the slurry filtration process. In particular, 421 

d=Dc50 is defined as the criterion separating slight infiltration from deep penetration. 422 
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5.2 Evolution of CSD during the filtration process 423 

In order to explore the spatial characteristics of pore structure inside different types of filter 424 

cakes, the filtration columns are split into four partitions whose locations are shown in Figure 425 

16. The upper two partitions (① and ②) are thinner than the bottom two because a large 426 

number of slurry particles will be trapped in the upper partitions and variation of porosity is 427 

most significant here. The CSD of each partition for different simulations is shown in Figure 428 

16. For Case c (Figure 16(a)), the slurry particles are larger than 89% of the constrictions in the 429 

sand column. Very few slurry particles infiltrate into the sand column. Therefore, the CSDs of 430 

partitions ②,③,④ are very close to the CSD of the sand column. The CSD of partition ① 431 

deviates significantly from the CSD of the sand column with a minimum constriction size of 432 

0.065d and a Dc50 of 0.13d. This compact filter cake prevents the slurry particles from further 433 

infiltration. In the cases of external & internal filter cake or deep penetration (see Figure 16(b), 434 

(c), (d)), with the slurry particles penetrating into the voids, the CSDs of partitions ②,③,④ 435 

begin to deviate from the CSD of the sand column and gradually approach the CSD of partition 436 

①. The CSDs of partitions of simulations with more infiltrating slurry particles deviate more 437 

notably from the CSD of the sand column and approach that of partition ① with a smaller 438 

Dc50. Figure 17 illustrates the distribution of Dc50 inside the filtration column, which shows a 439 

clear correlation between Dc50 and the slurry filtration state. When no slurry particles infiltrate 440 

into the sand column, the differences between the Dc50 of partition ① and other partitions are 441 

comparatively large. However, as more slurry particles infiltrate into the sand column, a more 442 

uniform distribution of Dc50 along the filtration column is observed as the filtration column 443 
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itself has become a more homogenous system. 444 

The CSDs of four typical types of filter cake at different instants during the simulation are 445 

calculated to investigate the evolution of the pore structure during the slurry filtration process. 446 

In the case of external filter cake (Figure 18(a)), the CSDs during the filtration process are 447 

close to the original state. The CSD after filtration for 0.1 s deviates slightly from the original 448 

sand column and remains constant after 0.2 s. This is because some slurry particles infiltrate 449 

into the top surface of the sand column and seal the infiltration channel. The remaining slurry 450 

particles deposit gradually on top of the sand column without further infiltration after 0.1 s. In 451 

the cases of external & internal filter cake (Figures 18(b), (c), (d)), the overall evolution trends 452 

at different instants are similar: the constriction size decreases notably at 0.1 s-0.2 s and remains 453 

approximately constant from 0.3 s-0.7 s. The slight differences of CSDs after 0.3 s result from 454 

slight movements of slurry particles inside the sand column. Larger slurry particles result in 455 

slower and more gradual infiltration as the larger particles are more likely to become trapped 456 

between sand particles and need more time to infiltrate. Therefore, the CSDs after slurry 457 

filtration deviate more notably from the original state as the size of slurry particles increases. 458 

The difference in CSD between slurry filtration for 0.1 s and the subsequent filtration instants 459 

increases with increasing slurry particle size as it is easier for smaller slurry particles to 460 

infiltrate into the sand column. The filtration seals the pores between sand particles and 461 

prevents the remaining particles from infiltration.  462 

Figure 19 shows the evolution of Dc50 at different instants for the selected four simulations. 463 

Dc50 decreases with decreasing size of slurry particles. Dc50 decreases sharply initially due to 464 
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slurry infiltration and becomes approximately stable after a certain period. The time for Dc50 to 465 

reach stable values increases as the size of slurry particles decreases due to longer infiltration 466 

path. The time needed for Dc50 of Case c to stabilize is 0.1s, while it takes 0.5 s, 0.6 s and 0.6 467 

s, respectively, for Dc50 of Cases d, g and k to become stable. 468 

5.3 Correlation between Dc50 and pressure drop 469 

Dc50 of four partitions of the external filter cake and external & internal filter cake and the 470 

corresponding pressure drop gradients across the partitions are plotted in Figure 20. The other 471 

two types of filter cake are considered to be ineffective for pressure transmission, and thus are 472 

not considered here. The normalized /P L' ' (pressure drop gradient) in Figure 20 is defined 473 

as the pressure drop gradient across the specific partition with a thickness of ∆𝐿 divided by 474 

the pressure drop gradient across the entire filtration column, and d is the diameter of slurry 475 

particles. Power law correlations between Dc50 and the normalized /P L' '  of these two types 476 

of filter cake can be established: for external filter cake, 
504.43( )

2.32 0.67
cD
dP e

L
�'

 �
'

 with 477 

R2=0.95; for external & internal filter cake, 
5034.32( )

1832.58 0.70
cD
dP e

L
�'

 �
'

 with R2=0.92. 478 

There is obvious deviation between the two curves when Dc50 /d is smaller than 0.2, i.e., with 479 

the same Dc50 /d, the external & internal filter cake tends to have higher pressure drop gradient 480 

than the external filter cake as the former yields a smaller porosity than the latter. The equations 481 

also indicate that when Dc50 /d is greater than 0.4, the influence of Dc50/d on the pressure 482 

transmission is insignificant. Furthermore, these equations relate the micro-scale pore structure 483 

characteristics to the macro-scale pressure filtration performance of the filter cake 484 
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quantitatively, which may be useful for predicting the pressure filtration performance of filter 485 

cake by directly comparing the characteristic pore size of the sand and characteristic size of the 486 

slurry particle from a micro-perspective.  487 

6. Conclusions 488 

In this paper, a series of coupled CFD–DEM simulations on slurry filtration column tests were 489 

carried out to investigate the micro-mechanism underlying the slurry filtration phenomenon.  490 

The key observations are as follows: 491 

(1) The size ratio between sand and slurry particles and cohesiveness of slurry particles have a 492 

coupled effect on the formation of filter cake. The larger the size ratio and the smaller the 493 

cohesion, the easier it is for slurry particles to infiltrate into the voids. Under different 494 

combinations of size ratio and cohesion values, four types of filter cake could be identified: 495 

(i) external filter cake, (ii) external & internal filter cake, (iii) internal filter cake & deep 496 

penetration and (iv) external & internal filter cake & deep penetration. These types of filter 497 

cake have distinct infiltration depths and slurry sedimentation characteristics. 498 

(2) The porosity and pore pressure distributions show that the external & internal filter cake is 499 

the most effective for face support pressure transmission, followed by the pure external 500 

filter cake. In cases with deep penetration, a large amount of slurry particles deposit at the 501 

bottom of the filtration column, leading to a high pressure drop and a low porosity at the 502 

bottom. This is unfavorable in engineering practice as a large amount of slurry will be lost 503 

at the tunnel face, inducing the oscillation of supporting pressure.  504 
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(3) Analysis of the constriction size distribution (CSD) suggests that the CSD of the sand 505 

column changes dynamically during the slurry infiltration process. The constriction sizes 506 

decrease gradually as slurry particles infiltrate continuously until a stable state is reached. 507 

The formerly infiltrating particles seal the voids between sand particles, which prevents the 508 

remaining particles from further infiltration. As a result, the pore structure of the sand 509 

column is not homogeneous but varies along its height.  510 

(4) The infiltration properties are closely related to the median constriction size, Dc50. The 511 

degree of infiltration decreases as the ratio between slurry particle size and Dc50 increases. 512 

When the size of slurry particle is smaller than Dc50, a large number of slurry particles will 513 

infiltrate into the sand column and deposit at the bottom, i.e., deep penetration. Power law 514 

relationships were established between Dc50 and pressure drop gradient within both external 515 

and external & internal filter cakes, which could be used for predicting the pressure 516 

transmission performance of the filter cake by comparing the size of slurry particle and the 517 

size of pore structure directly from a micro-scale perspective. 518 

The aforementioned observations contribute to our understanding of the fundamental 519 

mechanism of the slurry filtration process and give insight into tunnel face stability analysis 520 

when considering slurry infiltration. The influence of cohesion energy density on the formation 521 

of a filter cake is significant. However, these values were selected empirically in the current 522 

study. Future efforts will be devoted to revealing the relationship between the cohesion energy 523 

density and the two most important macro-mechanical properties of slurry suspensions, 524 

viscosity and shear strength, so that the micro-scale mechanisms and macro-scale behavior can 525 
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be bridged. Furthermore, polydisperse gradings for both slurry and sand particles also need to 526 

be implemented in the future. 527 

  528 
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 1 

Figure 1. Three types of filter cake formation: (a) I: compact filter cake; (b) II: filter cake plus 2 

an infiltration zone; (c) III: infiltration zone without filter cake (adapted from [10])   3 

 4 
Figure 2. The coupling process of CFD and DEM  5 
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   7 

Figure 3. The mesh used in the current simulations: (a) plan view; (b) front view 8 
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 9 

Figure 4. The modeling of the slurry column test (red represents sand grains, blue indicates 10 

slurry particles) at: (a) Sand column generation; (b) Insertion of slurry particles; (c) Filter cake 11 

formation 12 

 13 

Figure 5. Comparing the numerically obtained relationship between superficial velocity and d 14 

with that predicted by Kozeny–Carman equation (in all cases, k=300000 J/m3, Pa=30 kPa) 15 
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 16 

Figure 6. Aggregates of slurry particles and inter-aggregate pores forming due to cohesion 17 

inside the filter cake: (a) SEM image [36] (b) Coupled CFD–DEM simulation [19] 18 

 19 
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 20 

Figure 7. Illustrations of cake morphology with different combinations of D/d and cohesion 21 

energy density 22 

 23 
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 24 

Figure 8. Schematic of different types of slurry filtration behavior 25 

 26 

Figure 9. Particle bridge effect due to aggregation (adapted from [14]) 27 

 28 
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 29 

Figure 10. Comparing the (a) porosity and (b) pore pressure distributions at the end of 30 

representative simulations of external filter cake with those at the original state 31 

 32 

 Figure 11. Comparing the (a) porosity and (b) pressure distributions at the end of 33 

representative simulations of external & internal filter cake with those at the original state 34 

 35 
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 36 

Figure 12. Comparing the (a) porosity and (b) pore pressure distributions at the end of 37 

representative simulations of internal filter cake & deep penetration with those at the original 38 

state 39 

 40 

 41 

Figure 13. Comparing the (a) porosity and (b) pore pressure distributions at the end of 42 

representative simulations of external & internal filter cake & deep penetration with those at 43 

the original state 44 

 45 
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 46 

Figure 14. Identification of constriction (a) Defining a particle void in contact-based void 47 

partitioning (b) Defining the constriction size of the void in contact-based void partitioning [20] 48 

 49 

 50 

Figure 15. The CSD of the sand column and PSDs of slurry particles normalized by the 51 

diameter of sand particles (k=0 J/m3)  52 

 53 
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 54 

Figure 16. Spatial variation of CSDs normalized by slurry particle diameter for different types 55 

of filter cake 56 

 57 

Figure 17. Distributions of Dc50 inside different types of filter cake  58 

 59 
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 60 

Figure 18. CSD evolutions at different instants  61 

 62 

Figure 19. Dc50 evolutions at different instants  63 
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  64 

Figure 20. Correlations between Dc50 and normalized pressure drop gradient  65 
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